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The RH Activ is our entry level chair. However, it is still 
packed with features and functions. The RH Activ is ergo-
nomically designed through and through, is exceptionally 
flexible and easy to use. 
The RH Activ’s unique movements encourage core mus-
cle activity, essentially benefiting the user with increased 
alertness and wellbeing. Furthermore, the Activ’s simplic-
ity and ease of use makes it the preferred product for most 
office set-ups, including desk sharing. The Activ can also 
be specified as a clean-room or ESD chair, which opens up 
a myriad of possibilities for this truly unique product. 
The fact that it is also among the very best of environmen-
tally sound chairs available makes this an even more com-
pelling proposal. 

DESIGNED FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE
We engineer every RH chair for peak precision and performance. Your performance. An intelli-
gently designed RH chair will optimise your posture and breathing, so you can always feel alert 
and perform at your best. Try an RH for yourself and experience the effects of over 30 years of 
precision engineering and ergonomic know how.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN – Anatomical, innovative and functional performance
Precision ergonomics. Feature-rich functionality. Striking design deconstructed and recon-
structed for performance. We engineer each RH Chair to targeted physiological and situational 
specifications. Our functions lead all our forms.

DYNAMIC ERGONOMICS – Proven human performance at the heart of our identity
Our rigorous research and testing methodology validates how an RH chair enhances individual 
and organisational performance. Our RH Performance Studies have demonstrated an increase 
in the baseline performance of all organisations who have taken part. Now, that’s Return on 
Investment.

QUALITY – Performance and Quality are our Core
To increase customer performance we must consistently deliver products of unquestionable 
quality. We achieve this through the application of the exacting standards. Our 100% in-house  
concept to customer production flow, enables us to control every aspect from design and prod-
uct development to assembly and logistics, in order to ensure a high performance quality.

ENVIRONMENT – Finding innovative ways for environmental performance
Our goal is the perpetual high performance of your people as well as the planet that we share. 
The result is long lasting recyclable products along with a low environmental impact upon our 
global home.

OUR PHILOSOPHY OF ERGONOMICS
At RH Chairs we have our own 
philosophy of ergonomics based on 
the two important principles of upright 
posture and active sitting. These 
principles improve breathing and 
circulation and stimulate the muscles. 
The philosophy is evident in the RH Activ 
movement, which ensures that your 
body receives the variation and support 
it requires as you move. Because the 
chair’s basic settings do not change, 
this helps you to do more and perform 
better.  

The height of the backrest can be adjusted 
with a simple push of a button.

The levers controlling the seat height, seat 
depth and the Activ movement are all located 
within easy reach on your right hand side. 

Castors for both hard and soft floors are 
available. The chair can also be ordered with 
glides. 

Bases are available in several finishes in 
addition to the standard black aluminium. 
Choose between grey or polished 
aluminium. 



The backrest is available in two sizes. 
The tapered design provides freedom of 
movement for the user’s arms, while the 
lumbar support provides optimum comfort 
for the user’s back all day. 

Armrests are optional but are 
recommended since they provide relief 
for the arms and shoulders. Two armrest 
variants are available. Both can be adjusted 
by height and width, one can also be 
adjusted by depth while the other can be 
rotated 360°. 

The seat is made of moulded foam, which 
shapes itself to the body. The waterfall 
edge of the seat reduces pressure on 
the underside of the thighs, facilitating 
good circulation. The seat height is easily 
adjusted using the control lever on the 
right. As an option, the RH Activ 200 and 
220 models can be equipped with a pad 
that is 30 mm thicker, which makes it 
particularly suitable at retail counters, for 
example.

Both the seat and backrest pads are 
easily exchanged. Should they become 
worn or soiled or if you want to change 
them for any other reason, you don’t need 
to replace the entire chair. This increases 
longevity and greatly reduces cost of 
ownership, not to mention the great 
environmental benefits that this carries.



COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY 
With its many models, options and accessories, RH Activ is our most 
flexible family of chairs. And naturally, we’ll help you configure the best 
selection of chairs to suit your workplace and tasks.

EXCHANGEABLE PADS
The RH Activ is made to last. In order to increase longevity and reduce 
cost of ownership the seat and back pads can easily be replaced should 
they become worn or soiled. This benefits both your wallet and the en-
vironment. 

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY INTELLIGENT CHAIR
Our objective is for all chairs from RH to be as kind to the environment 
as they are to the body. Consequently, the RH Activ is recyclable and 
many of its components are themselves made from recycled materials.  

 
RH ACTIV ESD
The RH Activ ESD has been developed to suit electrostatic discharge 
environments (ESDs) and is approved in accordance with IEC 61340.

RH ACTIV CLEANROOM
For environments needing clean-room and Lab specification, RH can 
offer chairs that meet the international IS0 14644-1 standard. 

EPD (ENVIROMENTAL PRODUCT DECLARATION)
For some time, RH Chairs has issued environmental product declara-
tions for its products and was the first chair manufacturer to obtain 
this international certification. The EPD covers the entire life-cycle of 
a product. From the extraction of raw materials, manufacturing, as-
sembly, logistics and 15 years of use. In order to achieve an EPD, our 
suppliers are also be assessed in the same way, so that the total envi-
ronmental impact of the product is evident in the environmental dec-
laration.

TEN-YEAR GUARANTEE
We build chairs to withstand everyday use and to last for a long time. 
Before they leave our factory, they undergo rigorous quality control . 
This enables us to provide a full ten-year guarantee, so that you can 
feel completely secure with your purchase.

GREENGUARD
The RH Activ has been tested and certified in accordance with the 
GREENGUARD certification programme. This certification programme 
guarantees that all approved products intended for use in offices and 
other indoor environments meet strict chemical emissions limits, help-
ing create healthy spaces.



RH Activ. A flexible 
range to suit anyone, 
anywhere

RH ACTIV 202
The Activ 202 combines a large seat with a medium, 
moulded back pad and thorough lumbar support. The 
tapered back pad provides enhanced freedom of mo-
vement. As standard, the chair has a black polyamide 
base and castors for soft floors. Also available in an 
ESD version. 

RH ACTIV 222
RH Activ 222 has a large seat and the large back pad 
with its pronounced lumbar support is tapered to 
provide enhanced freedom of movement. As stan-
dard, the chair has a black polyamide base and cas-
tors for soft floors. Also available in an ESD version.

RH ACTIV 200
The RH Activ 200 has a medium seat with a waterfall 
front edge and a moulded back pad with good lumbar 
support. As standard, the chair has a black polyamide 
base and castors for soft floors. Also available in ESD 
and cleanroom versions. 

RH ACTIV 220
The RH Activ 220 also has a medium seat but its moulded 
back pad is larger than the 200 with pronounced lumbar 
support and is tapered for greater freedom of movement. 
As standard, the chair has a black polyamide base and cas-
tors for soft floors. Also available in cleanroom and ESD 
versions. 
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RH ACTIV 
The RH Activ has an extremely wide range of accessories. Naturally, 
you can also buy the basic chair and add accessories as you need 
them.  

Options

Exchangeable pad
Reinforced front edge on backrest and seat 
Armrest 8E, grey or black (height, depth, width)
Armrest 8S, grey or black (height, width, rotating)
Base 5N chrome-plated steel
Base 5F polished aluminium

Base 5F, black lacquered aluminium
Base 5F, grey lacquered aluminium with footring 6F
Footplate 6C
Glide 7K 
Castors 7G lock automatically under load
Castors 7H for hard floors

Gas stem available for different heights. 
E, approx. 605-855 mm* 
D, approx. 515-855 mm
A, approx. 442-578 mm
B, approx. 397-527 mm
4 FL, approx. 375-465 mm
* see our price list for different combinations.
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The design and specifications of RH Chairs’ products are developed on an ongoing basis and the above formulations should not be perceived as 
completely final. All measurements according to BS/EN 1335 - 1.

CHAIR MODEL  ACTIV 200  ACTIV 220 ACTIV 202 ACTIV 222

Seat depth with seat slide 390-445 mm 390-445 mm 420-475 mm 420-475 mm

Seat depth 430 mm 430 mm 460 mm 460 mm

Seat width 440 mm 440 mm 460 mm 460 mm

Seat Height - standard gas stem 397-527 mm 397-527 mm 397-527 mm 397-527 mm

Seat angle adjustment +6°-7° +6°-7° +6°-7° +6°-7°

Height of lumbar support above the seat 170-253 mm 170-253 mm 170-253 mm 170-253 mm

Backrest height 295 mm 430 mm 295 mm 430 mm

Backrest width 370 mm 370 mm 370 mm 370 mm

Back angle adjustment 23° 23° 23° 23°

Height of armrest above seat 215-295 mm 215-295 mm 215-295 mm 215-295 mm

Distance between armrests 393-495 mm 393-495 mm 393-495 mm 393-495 mm

Diameter of base 590 mm 590 mm 590 mm 590 mm

RH Activ 220
Measurements in mm

RH Activ 200
Measurements in mm

RH Activ 202
Measurements in mm

RH Activ 222
Measurements in mm



Scandinavian Business Seating Ltd
Upper Tulse Hill Trading Estate
5 Somers Place, London, SW2 2AL 
Tel: 020-8683 9930, Fax: 020-8683 9940
info@sbseating.co.uk
www.rhchairs.co.uk

Showroom
63 Central Street, Clerkenwell, 
London, EC1V 3AF

Head office
Scandinavian Business Seating AS
Fridtjof Nansens vei 12
P.O.Box 5055 Majorstuen 
NO-0301 Oslo, Norway
www.sbseating.com  

Scandinavian Business Seating owns the brands HÅG, RH and RBM and is a 
Scandinavian market leader in the design and manufacturing of seating for 
private and public office environments. Together all employees work to  
realise the company’s vision – To make the world a better place to sit.

Scandinavian Business Seating has its head office in Oslo and production 
units in Røros, Norway and Nässjö, Sweden. Additionally the company 
has sales companies in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, UK, 
France, Singapore, Switzerland and China.


